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278 Phinds means "the return," in Zulu, and the name has proved to be a return to a way of life long anticipated. In 2016, the beloved Phinda Safari Lodge hosted 80,000 visitors a year — and those numbers are not slowing down. While many luxury safari lodges are quiet and intimate, the Phinda Phinda takes it a step further.
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265 air bar and fireplace, a library, and fitness and massage facilities. A swimming pool with a lounging deck overlooks a wilderness lake frequented by birds, warthogs, antelope, and elephants. A boma, where you’ll experience a traditional outdoor Zulu dinner, has walls made of rhino dung, mud, and grass, built by women in the Kwazulu-Natal community.
265 More than 30 percent of the furnishings and art at Phinda Phinda is from South African designers, artists, and local community members, thoughtfully curated to pay homage to the Zulu culture. The result is sophisticated, with locally-inspired, story-telling design. In the living room, hand-painted linen curtains
265 are custom made for a Zulu art, design, and culture.
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